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ad creators are innovative people, and find ways to use all resources available to them to serve up a damn good advertising experience. an advertisement that simply plays audio and flashes ads repeatedly is
annoying enough, but ad trackers are pretty cheap, and only keep track of ips. so, if you use a tracker, it gives those trackers even more information about your habits and they can target you better if you are in
a certain ip range before. further, they may pass the information to the advertisement group responsible for making the ad and take it to people who sell the ads for less money. i do not recommend that you use
ie at all, especially if you use a torrent site that features a lot of malicious ads. if you have to use a browser that doesnt seem to be showing the messages on the screen like chrome or firefox, consider firefox at
least until you get a different browser that does not send your information to advertisers and you can just close the tab without any warning. what is their response? you will need to explain how they get money
from their customers: how are they making money? if they dont provide any services, are they creating a service? what makes them different than other advertisers? there is no point in reinventing the wheel,
everybody should have the same experience of visiting a torrent site. if you see different ads, try to find out how this is done and share it with the developers. you will need to check how much information the
trackers receive and how they use that information for targeted advertising. the ad networks keep track of the ips that download files and they can either sell the information to clients or sell it to advertisers. if

the advertisement is on a page that gets 4000 monthly unique users and has a low download speed of around 5 mb/s (moguls.com has been known to reach up to 50mb/s for the best of its libraries and direct to
the client), then you will see advertisements like this with roughly 400,000 people.
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